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Abstract — This paper aims to address the problem of 
controlling the electricity flows in power distribution 
networks (PDN) operating under current and voltage 
unbalance. As is known, the unbalance factor is 
responsible for significant losses of active power and, 
therefore, is detrimental to the PDN efficiency and 
technical and economic performance. The purpose 
of control is to minimize technical power losses in the 
distribution network. This is to be achieved by building 
an information control system (ICS) for balancing a 
three-phase network as part of the automated metering 
and control system (AMCS). The latter is currently being 
widely adopted to automate information processes in 
PDNs. However, the AMCS does not include technologies 
for solving the problem in question. We propose an 
algorithm of the digital controller operation for the ICS. 
Its primary function is to maintain phase power at a given 
level in real-time. The algorithm concept is based on the 
idea of required redistribution of electricity flows between 
the phases of the distribution network by appropriately 
switching single-phase loads of consumers (users) to 
ensure a minimum spread of phase powers relative to their 
required level. To achieve the goal of control, we construct 
criterion functions that determine qualitative indices of 
the ICS operation and develop computational schemes for 
their minimization. Control actions to be generated by the 
digital controller and performed on the facility represent a 
digital code that contains data on the coordinates of three-
phase network loads to be switched to another phase.

Index Terms: distribution network, unbalanced mode, 
control of electricity flows, digital controller, control 
algorithm.
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I. IntroductIon

At present, power distribution networks (PDN) are 
widely adopting advanced digital technologies in the form 
of automated metering and control systems (AMCSs) 
to automate their processes and make them data-driven 
[1]. These systems are elements of the Smart Grid 
technology [2]. An analysis of the functional structure of 
existing (conventional) AMCSs shows that they mainly 
perform metering and fiscal metering of electricity and 
belong to the class of information and measurement 
systems. The latter lack tools designed to solve the 
problem of balancing three-phase distribution networks. 
At the same time, most of the 0.4 kV power distribution 
networks operate under current and voltage unbalance 
[3-5], which causes nonoptimal operating conditions. 
Unbalance of PDN results from unbalance of loads and 
their uneven distribution over phases of a three-phase 
network. According to the published research data, in 
networks with distributed load, which have a deviation 
(unbalance) of phase currents from their average values, 
technical losses increase significantly [6-8]. The results 
of experimental studies of power supply systems indicate 
that technical losses in power lines and transformer 
substations (TS) supplying them amount to more than 6% 
of the total electricity supplied to the inputs of distribution 
networks [9]. At the same time, the quality of electricity 
deteriorates, and the likelihood of failure of household 
appliances and industrial installations also increases [8]. 
Although many methods and devices were proposed [10-
13] for balancing distribution networks, their practical use 
proves difficult. This is due to the technical challenges of 
creating automated balancing systems on their basis for 
three-phase distribution networks with a large number of 
electricity consumers. For the technical implementation of 
these solutions, at points of load connection to the network 
phases, it is necessary to create separate local subsystems 
with individual units as their parts to perform functions 
of parameter measurement, control, and data processing. 
However, building such subsystems involves rather 
elaborate processing algorithms based on measurements 
of a group of information parameters. For example, the 
method outlined in [10] requires measurements of the active 
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power of a zero wire of line, voltage and current signals 
of the zero wire at the points of load connection to the 
network, while the reactive power control system [13] uses 
positive sequence, negative sequence, and zero sequence 
currents of loads. In modern electricity meters [16], which 
are part of the AMCS, these measurement functions are not 
available. In this regard, the use of the above technologies 
as part of modern AMCSs seems to be problematic. In [14, 
15], one of the possible approaches proposed to solve the 
given problem is based on a digital system for automatic 
control of the network balancing process as part of the data 
concentrator of the AMCS. As is known, a data concentrator 
in conventional automated systems collects data from a 
group of electricity meters installed at the side of network 
users and performs computing operations related to fiscal 
metering of electricity. According to this approach, the 
data concentrator is assigned with an additional function of 
digital control, which provides the required redistribution 
of electricity flows between the network phases by 
switching single-phase loads from a more loaded phase 
to a less loaded one. At the same time, electricity meters 
must have dedicated actuating elements, i.e., phase current 
switches (PCS), as their part. The creation of such PCSs is 
a feasible task since modern single-phase and three-phase 
meters [16, 17] have relays with powerful contacts up to 
100A, which can be used to switch power consumers from 
one phase to another [15].

The present study aims to develop this approach 
for solving problems of control of electricity flows in 
unbalanced distribution networks.

II. Problem statement

Let us consider a three-phase four-wire distribution 
network to which a power supply transformer substation (TS) 
and a group of n electricity meters {Emvk} installed at single-
phase consumers are connected. Its simplified diagram is 
shown in Fig. 1, where k, v are index variables denoting, 
respectively, the numbers of phases A, B, C )( 1, 3 k =  and 
loads (electrical consumers) of network users ( 1,  v n= ); Ĩk, 
Ũk are sinusoidal instantaneous current and voltage at the 
input of the k-th phase; Zvk is the load with the coordinate 
(v, k); Ĩvk, Ũvk are instantaneous current and voltage across 
the load Zvk;   J!  is instantaneous current in the zero wire;  kP!  
is complex power of the k-th phase;  νkP!  is complex power 
consumed by the consumer load with the coordinate (v, k); 
PCSvk is a switch of phase currents of the meter Emvk.

Next, we make the following assumptions:
1. the three-phase network operates under current and 

voltage unbalance;
2. the phase current switches (PCSvk) are a part of the 

electricity meters (Emvk);
3. the concentrator at discrete moments of time t = tξ 

(ξ = 1, 2, ...) periodically polls the head-end three-phase 
electricity meter (EmTS) and groups of consumers' meters 
connected to phases A, B, C, and writes to the database 
AMCS values of the following quantities:

• active pvk and reactive qvk power consumed by loads of 
network users with coordinates (v, k);

• active pk and reactive qk powers consumed by the 
corresponding phases at the input of the three-phase 
network.

 Fig. 1. Simplified diagram of the distribution network with Emvk and PCSvk
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Technical losses of electricity in the transformer 
substation and the network are largely determined by the 
value of current J flowing at the head-end of the zero 
wire. Moreover, the lower the value of this current, the 
higher the level of the network balance and the lower the 
power loss there. Therefore, the quality and efficiency of 
the distribution network can be assessed by the following 
objective function [15]:

   E = J.  (1)
Minimizing the efficiency index of system E is 

equivalent to optimizing the operating condition of 
an unbalanced distribution network, which provides a 
minimum unbalance in the values of the total power 
consumed by each phase of the network. To this end, we 
propose creating an appropriate information control system 
(ICS) as part of the modern (conventional) AMCS. The 
development of the ICS is to be based on the principles of 
building automatic systems [18] and digital technologies, 
the functional structure of which is shown in Fig. 2. In this 
case, the group of loads {Zvk} of network consumers to 
which the electricity meters {Emvk} are connected, together 
with the 

ICS actuating elements, is a control object. The key 
functional block of the system is a digital controller (DC) 
based on a microprocessor controller [19, 20]. The DC 
block generates control actions u* to be performed on the 
facility based on a dedicated algorithm (control rule). The 
DC operation program is built by the automatic system 
initial state identifier (ISI) as setting action ρ*. In this case, 
the control signal u* is a digital code of the command, 
which is formed as vector F = [F1, F2, β], where F1, F2 
are numbers (names) of a pair of phases in which it is 
necessary to switch network consumers with a more loaded 
phase (F1) to a less loaded one (F2); β is a vector composed 
of addresses (numbers) of users of phase F1 to be switched. 
This control signal u* is transmitted via the communication 
channel (CC) to the system actuating elements, which are 
used as phase current switches (PCS) designed to perform 
the required switching of the network users' loads from 

one phase to another [15]. Conventional AMCSs employ 
various data transmission technologies (PLC, GSM, and 
others) as the CC.

The task is to synthesize an algorithm for the operation 
of a digital controller that optimizes the functioning of an 
unbalanced distribution network.

III. the control Problem

The above control problem-solving process includes the 
following main steps:

1. Define the input data of the control problem. 
2. Conduct a case study of the facility.
3. Construct criterion functions. 
4. Build an algorithm for minimizing criterion functions.
5. Generate control actions to be performed on the 

facility.
A. Define the input data of the problem

Based on the data obtained from the main three-phase 
meter and consumer meters, the complex powers  kP!  and 

 νkP! , respectively, at the network input and consumer loads, 
are represented as [21]:

    ,     1,3  ,k k kP p jq k= + =!

 vk vk vkP p jq= +! , 1,v n= , 1,3 k = ,  1 ,j = -
Where j is an imaginary number. In this case, absolute 
values of these complex quantities are determined by the 
expressions:

  
2 2 k k kP p q= +  ,  1,3k = , (2)

 
2 2 vk vk vkP p q= +  ,  1,   ,   1,3v n k= = . (3)

It is worth noting that to solve the above-stated control 
problem, it is sufficient to poll only a small group of 
single-phase consumer electricity meters, except for 
meters installed at two-phase consumers. Further, we 
denote by n1, n2, and n3 the total number of simplified 
consumer meters connected to phases A, B, and C, 
respectively. For brevity of notation and convenience of 
further transformations, the data on absolute values of 
complex powers of network consumers, determined as per 

 
Fig. 2. ICS functional structure.
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formulas (3), are provisionally presented in the form of the 
following vectors:

, 

, 

, 

 

11 2, , ,A A A A
nP P P Pé ù= …ë û

21 2, , ,B B B B
nP P P Pé ù= …ë û

31 2, , ,C C C C
nP P P Pé ù= …ë û

and the coordinates of their elements are set by vectors:
, 

, 

, 

 

11 2β β ,β , ,βA A A A
né ù= …ë û

21 2β β ,β , ,βB B B B
né ù= …ë û

31 2β β ,β , ,βC C C C
né ù= …ë û

where superscripts A, B, and C indicate that the introduced 
vectors and their elements refer to the corresponding phases 
of the three-phase network. When forming vectors PA, PB, 
PC, their components can be positioned arbitrarily. In this 
case, the set of components of indicated vectors make up 
the sets ΛA, ΛB, ΛC, respectively:

, , . { }
11

Λ A
A v n

P
´

= { }
21

Λ B
B v n

P
´

= { }
31

Λ C
C v n

P
´

=

B. Conduct the case study of the facility
Such a study is performed to determine the structure of 

phase switching, i.e., to identify names of phases (F1, F2), 
in which corresponding loads of network consumers are to 
be switched. To this end, the average value P0 of the phase 
power absolute values is provisionally calculated based on 
the formulas (2):
  P0 = (P1 + P2 + P3)/3. (4)

Similarly, one can determine the average value of 
effective phase currents I1, I2, and I3 at the network input:

I0 = (I1 + I2 + I3)/3.
To assess the level of unbalance (deviations) of phase 

powers and currents from their average values, we introduce 
the following differences (residuals) into consideration:

  

ek = Pk – P0,   , 1,  3 k =
εk = Ik – I0,   . 1,  3 k =  

(5)

Note that the values e1, e2, and e3, as determined by 
formulas (5), are essentially control errors (residuals) 
that should tend to zero during control. In this case, 
current absolute values of phase powers at the input of the 
distribution network are determined by the formulas

Pk = P0 + ek,  1,  3 k = .
Hence one can see that at ek → 0 phase powers are 

Pk → P0,   1,  3 k = . Thus, the problem of optimizing the 
operating condition of the distribution network in each 
interval [tξ, tξ+1] is reduced to minimizing control errors e1, 
e2, and e3. In this case, control actions u*, when performed 
on the facility, also lead to desired changes in effective 
phase currents I1, I2, and I3 at the network inputs. Indeed, by 
definition, complex powers Pk at inputs of corresponding 
phases are determined by the formulas [21]:

 * 2
k k k k kP U I I z= =! ! ! ,  1,  3 k = ,

where  kU! ,  kI!  are complex voltage and current at the 
input of the k-th phase;  *kI!  is a complex conjugate value 
corresponding to current  kI! ; zk is complex resistance of 
the k-th phase. Therefore, the following expressions can be 
written for absolute values:

2  k k kP I Z= ,  1,  3 k = ,
where Zk is the absolute value of complex impedance zk. 
Therefore, for effective phase currents Ik, the following 
formulas are valid:

Fig. 3. Illustration of possible variants of control errors ek.  
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/k k kI P Z= ,  1,  3 k = .
It is worth noting here that the connection of a 

new load to the selected phase leads to an increase in 
the magnitude of the absolute value of power Pk and a 
decrease in its impedance Zk. Therefore, in this case, the 
ratio Pk /Zk increases, and when the load is disconnected, 
the value of Pk /Zk decreases. Thus, in the process of 
control, an increase or decrease in the absolute values 
of power P1, P2, and P3 leads to the same changes in the 
dynamics of operating phase currents I1, I2, and I3.

In this case, corresponding absolute values of 
residuals for phase currents |ε1|, |ε2|, and |ε3| decrease 
so that the minimum of their unbalance is ensured. 
As a result, along with the equalization (balancing) of 
phases in terms of power, control of electricity flows in 
the distribution network also makes phase currents get 
balanced, which leads to the minimization of effective 
current J flowing in the head-end of the zero wire of the 
three-phase network.

Based on the results of calculating the residuals ek, 
1,  3 k = , the following cases can be distinguished:

Case 1. One of the components of the control error 
vector has a positive value e = [e1, e2, e3], one of them is 
negative, and one of them is equal to zero. For example, 
e1 > 0, e2 < 0, e3 = 0, which is shown in Fig. 3a. In this 
case, phase A is overloaded, therefore, it is necessary to 
switch its consumers to phase B, which we denote further 
by A → B (F1 = А, F2 = В). In this case, phase C should 
retain the previous state since e3 = 0.

Case 2. Two components of the residual vector e are 
positive, and the third one has a negative value. For 
example, e1 > 0, e2 > 0, e3 < 0 (Fig. 3b). In this case, 
phases A and B are overloaded. It is, therefore, necessary 
to switch A → C and B → C.

Case 3. One of the elements of vector e is positive, and 
the rest are negative. For example, e1 > 0, e2 < 0, e3 < 0 
(Fig. 3c). In this case, it is necessary to switch A → B 
and A → C.

Thus, to identify the required switchings of the 
distribution network phases, it is necessary to perform a 
case study of the signs of values of ek, 1,  3 k = . In this 
case, it is necessary to switch some consumers from 
phases with positive values of errors ek to those with 
negative signs of control errors.

As a result, the case study of the facility provides for 
the following operations:
1. Poll the head-end three-phase electricity meter 

(EmTS) and a given set of meters installed at network 
consumers connected to phases A, B, C, and define 
input data of the control problem.

2. Form vector P = [P1, P2, P3], consisting of the absolute 
values of complex powers consumed by phases A, B, 
and C, according to formulas (2).

3. Calculate average value P0 of the phase power 
absolute values, as determined by formula (4).

4. Determine values and signs of the components of the 
vector of control errors e = [e1, e2, e3] as per formulas 
(5).

5. Identify names of phases (F1, F2), in which load 
switching operations are necessary, based on the 
analysis of signs of control error vector components 
e = [e1, e2, e3].
C. Construct the criterion function

It is easy to show that the initial state of the facility as 
it manifests itself by the components of the control error 
vector e = [e1, e2, e3] satisfies the following condition:
  e1 + e2 + e3 = 0.  (6)

Next, without loss of generality, consider Case 1 at the 
facility. In the case under consideration, the synthesized 
controller must output the initial mismatch  * *

1ρ ρ=  through 
the control error, which is formed by the ISI block. Its value 
can be determined from condition (6). Since following the 
considered Case the residual e3 = 0, condition (6) will have 
the form

e1 = |e2|.
Therefore, we arrive at  = |e2| *

1ρ . Next, we form subset λ1 
consisting of a set of elements of the set ΛA, i.e.,  1λ .ΛAÎ  
In particular, λ1 can consist of only one element. Let R1 
denote subset of indices (numbers) of vector components 
βA: R1 = {1, 2, …, n1}.

Now let us introduce the following function:

  
 ( ) ( ) *

1 1 1 1 1λ  λ ρF S= - , (7)
where S1(λ1) is a discrete function determined by the sum 
of elements of subset λ1:

 ( )
1

1 1λ .Al
l R

S P
Î

=å
The function F1(λ1) defined by formula (7) can be used 

to indirectly estimate the value of the objective function E 
defined by expression (1). The analysis shows that when 
F1(λ1) → 0, the control errors e1 and e2 also tend to zero 
when switching consumers with more loads connected to 
the first phase (phase A).

D. The algorithm for minimizing criterion functions
Now it can be seen that in the case under consideration, 

coordinates of loads of phase A users can be identified by 
solving the following extremal problem:

  
 ( ) ( )

1

*
1 1 1 1λ Λ

min λ λ
A

F F
Î

= , (8)

where  *1λ  is the optimal set of absolute values of complex 
power consumed by phase A loads (k =1) to be switched 

to phase B. The set  *1λ  found this way contains complete 
information about the coordinates of consumer loads to be 
switched.

The minimization problem (8) is discrete and can be 
solved by enumerating options, which leads to time-
consuming computational operations and inadequate 
efficiency of the procedure for generating control actions 
to be performed on the facility. The analysis shows that a 
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simpler and more efficient scheme for solving the extremal 
problem (8) can be constructed by transforming the input 
data of the problem in a certain way and constructing 
criterion functions so that in the process of solving it, a 
purposeful movement towards the optimum is provided by 
analogy with the gradient method [22]. For this purpose, we 
propose a computational procedure. First, we preliminarily 
transform input data of the problem, represented by power 
vectors PA, PB, and PC. Such a transformation involves 
sorting the latter to arrange their components in ascending 
order. In this case, new vectors ˆ AP , ˆ BP , and ˆ CP  with the 
same dimensions as the original ones are formed:

, 

, 

, 

 

11 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,A A A A

nP P P Pé ù= …ë û

21 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,B B B B

nP P P Pé ù= …ë û

31 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,C C C C

nP P P Pé ù= …ë û
where

, ,  

, , . 
 

ν 1 ν
ˆ ˆA AP P- £ ξ 1 ξ

ˆ ˆB BP P- £ η 1 η ,ˆ ˆC CP P- £

1ν 2,n= 2ξ 2,n= 3η 2,n=

In this case, new coordinates of the components of the 
indicated vectors are formed:

, 

, 

. 

 

11 1
ˆβ β , ,ˆ β̂ˆ , βA A A A
n

é ù= …ë û

21 2
ˆβ β , ,ˆ β̂ˆ , βB B B B
n

é ù= …ë û

21 2
ˆβ β , ,ˆ β̂ˆ , βC C C C
n

é ù= …ë û
A simple analysis shows that to define functions F1(λ1), 

depending on a situation at the facility, it is more expedient 
to use components of new vectors ˆ AP , ˆ BP , and ˆ CP . Now 
let us consider Case 1 of the facility, residuals are e1 > 0, 
e2 < 0, and error is e3 = 0. In this case, the criterion function 
F1(λ1) must be specified in the form

  
, ( ) ( )1 1 1

1

λ ˆ
r

A
l

l

F F r P
=

= =å , (9)

where r is some integer (r ≥ 1).
As a result, problem (8) will be written as

  
. ( ) ( )

1

*
1 1min

r R
F r F r

Î
=  (10)

Thus, the original problem is reduced to determining 
integer r = r* at which the optimum criterion function 
F1(λ1) is achieved.

By solving (10), we identify vector β* that consists of 
addresses of loads of phase A users to be switched to phase 
B. Vector β* found in this way is a truncated part of original 
vector  

11 2 ]ˆ ˆ ˆ β [β ˆβ ,, ,βA
n= … , that is,  *

*
1 2 ] β [β βˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,β

r
= … . 

In this case, the desired control vector u* has the following 
form:

 *
* *

1 2,  ,  β 1,2 ]βˆ ˆ ˆ[ ] [ β,, β , ,
r

u A B= = … .
The above algorithm for solving the control problem 

can also be used for cases where the facility operation 
corresponds to Case 2 and Case 3. Consider the features 
of constructing algorithms of the functioning of a digital 
controller for these cases.

Suppose that Case 2 is observed in the controlled facility. 
Without loss of generality, we assume that the control 
errors are e1 > 0, e2 > 0, and e3 < 0. In this case, condition 
(6) will be written in the form

e1 + e2 = |e3|.
In this case, it is necessary to carry out two switchings 

A → C and B → C. Therefore, based on the data received 
from the consumer electricity meters, we will form two 
vectors of the input data:

, 
11 2, , ,A A A A
mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

 
21 2, , , ,B B B B

mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

and two vectors of their coordinates:
, 

11 2β β ,β , ,βA A A A
m

é ù= …ë û

 
21 2β β ,β , ,β ,B B B B
mé ù= …ë û

where m1, m2 are dimensions of corresponding vectors.
Next, components of vectors PA and PB are sorted 

similarly to the previous case, i.e., new vectors  ˆ AP  
and    ˆ AP  are formed with their components arranged in 
ascending order:

, 
11 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,A A A A
mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

, 
11 2

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , ,A A A A
mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

Now, as previously, subsets R2 and R3 are introduced 
for the indices of vectors   β̂A  and  β̂B , respectively, i.e., 
R2 = {1, 2, …, m1} and R3 = {1, 2, …, m2}.

Following condition (6), the levels of mismatches  *2ρ  
and  *3ρ  for the absolute values of corresponding complex 
powers of switched phases A and B are set as follows:

 *
2  1ρ e= ,   *

3  2ρ e= .
Now, to find the required coordinates of network 

consumer loads, it is necessary to carry out two types of 
switchings, A → C and B → C. In this case, the following 
two criterion functions are constructed:

, ( ) ( ) *
2 2 2 2 2λ λ ρF S= -

, ( ) ( ) *
3 3 3 3 3λ λ ρF S= -

Where λ2, λ3 are subsets composed of components of 
vectors ˆ AP  and ˆ BP , respectively, i.e., , . 2λ ΛAÎ 3λ ΛBÎ  
In this case, functions S2(λ2) and S3(λ3) are determined 
using the components of vectors ˆ AP  and ˆ BP  similarly to 
the previous case (Case 1) according to (9):

 ( ) ( )
η

2 2 2
1

ˆλ η ,AS S P
=

= =å !

!

 ( ) ( )
θ

3 3 3 γ
γ 1

λ  θ .ˆ BS S P
=

= =å
Further, to find the desired coordinates of the loads 

connected to phases A and B, two extremal problems are 
solved:

  
, ( ) ( )

2

*
2 2λ

min η η
R
F F

Î
= , (11)
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, ( ) ( )

3

*
3 3θ

 min θ θ
R
F F

Î
= , (12)

where η* and θ* are the optimal quantities of absolute 
values of complex powers consumed by loads of 
consumers of phases A and B, respectively.

Extremal problems (11) and (12) are solved using the 
above algorithm for minimizing the criterion function 
F1(λ1). Since in the considered case it is necessary to 
carry out two types of switchings A → C and B → C, 
then solving the last extremal problems, we obtain vector 
u* = [u1, u2], where  *

1 1 ] [ ,  ,  βu A C= ,  *
2 2 ] [ ,  ,  βu B C= , 

 *
*
1 1 2 η

]β [β ,  βˆ ˆ , ,β̂A A A= … ,
 

 *
*
2 1 2 θ

ˆ ˆ ]β̂[β  β ,  β , ,B B B= … .

When Case 3 is observed at the facility and, for 
example, errors are e1 > 0, e2 < 0, e3 < 0, condition (6) 
takes the form

e1 = |e2| + |e3|.
In this case, it is necessary to carry out switchings 

A → B and A → C. Therefore, two vectors are formed 
from the set ΛA:

, 
11 1, , ,A A A A
mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

, 
21 1, , ,A A A A
mP P P Pé ù= …ë û

! ! ! !

as well as vectors βA and  βA! , respectively, for their 
coordinates. Moreover, vectors PA and  AP!  must have 
different components. Respectively, the components of 
these vectors form sets that do not intersect in this case. 
Next, we form the subsets  4λ ΛAÎ  and  5λ ΛAÎ ! . These 
input data are used in the above computational scheme 
to determine the desired control vector u*. Firstly, by 
sorting components of vectors PA and PA, new vectors 

 ˆ AP  and  AP! are formed with their components arranged 
in ascending order. Then, criterion functions F4(λ4) and 
F5(λ5) are determined:

, ( ) ( ) *
4 4 4 4 4λ λ ρF S= -

, ( ) ( ) *
5 5 5 5 5λ λ ρF S= -

where  *
4 2ρ e=  and  *

5 3ρ e= , and the functions S4(λ4) and 
S5(λ5) are defined similarly to the previous case. As in 
previous cases, the desired control vector u* is determined 
based on minimizing criterion functions F4(λ4) and 
F5(λ5). In this case, the algorithm for solving the extremal 
problem (10) is used.

To improve the ICS reliability and extend the service 
life of the phase current switch (PCS), it is advisable to 
limit the number of switchings of consumer electricity 
meters. To this end, a current sensor installed at the 
transformer substation can be used, the output of which 
is fed to a digital controller (DC). Based on the value of 
current J of zero wire, DC checks the balance (quasi-
optimality) condition of the system in each control 
interval. This condition, in particular, can be specified by 
the following inequality:

   J ≤ Δ, (13)
where Δ is the maximum permissible value of current J, 
at which permissible level of the distribution network 

balance is ensured. To limit the number of switchings 
of consumer meters, control actions are generated and 
implemented only when condition (13) is not met.

The ICS constructed in this way with a digital 
controller can be considered as a system of a variable 
structure [23] since this will ensure the adaptation of the 
three-phase distribution network to the conditions that 
arise during uncontrolled random changes in its loads by 
automatic self-adjustment of its structure in real-time.

Based on the results obtained above, one can formulate 
a generalized algorithm of the ICS operation, which 
includes the following basic operations:
1. Poll the main three-phase electricity meter (EmTS) 

and a given set of single-phase consumer meters 
connected to phases A, B, and C, except for meters 
installed at two-phase consumers.

2. Measure effective current J of zero wire and verify 
condition (13). If it is not met, go to step 3. Otherwise, 
the DC block does not generate control commands for 
the facility.

3. Formulate the input data of the control problem 
determined by vectors P, PA, PB, PC, βA, βB, βC.

4. Estimate components of control error vector 
e = [e1, e2, e3] by formulas (5).

5. Conduct a case study of the facility based on the 
signs of components of the control error vector 
e = [e1, e2, e3] and identify an interphase switching 
structure determined by vector F = [F1, F2].

6. Determine the initial mismatch ρ* by the ICS unit and 
construct corresponding criterion functions {Fi (λ)} 
depending on the identified situation at the facility. 
For example, for Case 1 at the facility  * *

1 2ρ ρ e= =
, and F1(λ1) is constructed as a criterion function.

7. Minimize selected criterion functions {Fi (λ)}. In this 
case, the DC block solves the extremal problems (10) 
or (11), (12), depending on the situation at the facility.

8. Generate digital control commands u* and transfer 
them to corresponding phase current switches to 
implement the required switching of the selected 
loads (meters) of the distribution network users.

IV. conclusIon

Most three-phase distribution networks operate under 
unbalanced currents and voltages due to the unbalance 
of loads and their uneven distribution over phases. The 
unbalance factor causes an increase in active power losses in 
networks and transformer substations, which significantly 
diminishes the technical and economic performance of 
distribution companies.

At the same time, modern AMCS systems do not solve 
the problem of electricity flow control in unbalanced 
distribution networks as they focus on optimization of their 
operating conditions. We have proposed a novel approach 
to the construction of an information control system (ICS) 
aimed at solving this problem as part of a conventional 
AMCS system. The main idea, in this case, is the distribution 
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of electricity flows between the phases of the network by 
switching its consumers from a more loaded phase to a 
less loaded one. To assess the quality of control processes, 
we have introduced criterion functions that characterize 
technical losses of electricity in the transformer substation 
and distribution network. We have proposed computational 
schemes for constructing them in terms of the situation at 
the facility. We have developed algorithms of operation 
of ICS of digital controller and minimization of criterion 
functions, which ensure minimization of unbalance of 
phase powers and currents at the network input, and 
that of technical electricity losses in network and supply 
transformer substation. The obtained findings are aimed 
at creating more efficient information control systems by 
improving conventional AMCS systems that belong to the 
category of information and measurement systems.
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